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Across 

 6 Musical enthusiast returns with unusual 
mixture of fuel (7) 

 7 Detail commonly behind rise in debt (7) 
 9 Bride-to-be seductively revealing a bit of fat 

(5) 
 10 Redesigned a meme girl used as a way of 

communicating with many people (4,5) 
 11 Young man cutting baguette, for instance, is 

champion (7) 
 13 Group rumoured to have established the 

gender of space invader? (6) 
 15 Footwear's arousing - hottest I'll see! (8,5) 
 19 Like thyme & rosemary? Chuck in a touch 

of elderflower with this! (6) 
 20 One of two singing rabbits with sibling's 

frame (7) 
 23 Openly gay couple, say, resolves to be 

greater than others (9) 
 24 What we can all see - aide going mad before 

farewell! (5) 
 26 Serious nets are quite different (7) 
 27 Loves nicking king's unpleasant daughter's 

food flavouring (7) 
 

Down 
 1 Bet both essential ingredients of advanced 

whitener... (4) 
 2 ...break the law as a result of rotten finish (6) 
 3 Stop restriction over tiny particle of salt 

during explosive case (9) 
 4 Half prompt old man from Paris about first 

event (8) 
 5 Calamitous safety rail inventions (5,5) 

 6 Band tore up school letters (6) 
 7 Fanatical social media video clip (4) 
 8 Inspector taking nothing from iertia 

involving Union (6) 
 12 Writings containing less richness and joy 

with paragraph missing (10) 
 14 Surefire trick swapping places; consequently 

sent back pieces (9) 
 16 Hesitation supporting party for worker (8) 
 17 Angry hornet goes to toilet (6) 
 18 Oddly missing from outdoor event, sparse 

crowd initially leads to change in island 
group (6) 

 21 Each character in turn content leaving a field 
of flowering shrub (6) 

 22 Rub up against a New Yorker’s pronounced 
bottom (4) 

 25 Country this puzzling author ruled (4) 
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